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ABBEY'S CHOICE
John Le Carre

A Delicate Truth

Pb

$22.99 A counter-terrorist operation, code-named Wildlife, is being mounted on the British crown
colony of Gibraltar. Its purpose: to capture and abduct a high-value jihadist arms buyer. Its
authors: an ambitious Foreign Office Minister, a private defense contractor who is also his
bosom friend, and a shady American CIA operative of the evangelical far-right. So delicate is
the operation that even the Minister's personal private secretary, Toby Bell, is not cleared for
it. Three years later, a disgraced Special Forces Soldier delivers a message from the dead. Was
Operation Wildlife the success it was cracked up to be--or a human tragedy that was
ruthlessly covered up? Summoned by Sir Christopher Kit Probyn, retired British diplomat, to
his decaying Cornish manor house, and closely observed by Kit's daughter, Emily, Toby must
choose between his conscience and duty to his Service. If the only thing necessary for the
triumph of evil is that good men do nothing, how can he keep silent?

AUSTRALIAN CRIME
Nicholas J
Johnson

Chasing the Ace

Tp

$29.99 Friendship and fraud is a dangerous mix. Joel Fitch has watched every twist-happy movie
there is about con men, and he thinks he knows it all. After nineteen years of being a sucker,
Joel’s going to take everything he’s learned from the screen and finally get his. He’s going to
be a master con artist. Richard Mordecai is a real-life swindler. But unlike Joel, he knows the
truth about con men. At the end of a long career of lies and betrayal, Richard is tired and
jaded. He’s ready to retire. Until he meets Joel.

Michael Duffy

Drive By

Pb

$22.99 John Habib is the mechanic son of a Muslim Lebanese-Australian crime family in Sydney's
Western suburbs. His oldest brother is in a maximum security prison, his middle brother is
becoming increasingly fundamentalist, and his younger brother Rafi is on trial for a murder he
swears he didn't commit. John has no reason to disbelieve Rafi but there are things going on
in the family that he just doesn't understand. Why has his brother taken control of the family
away from their father? Are the police really trying to set up Rafi? And what is the compelling
evidence they say will put him away? John sets out to prove Rafi's innocence in the face of his
predatory older brothers and some Lebanese-hating cops. Bec Ralston is a good detective who
doesn't know why she's been ordered to attend Rafi's trial. She was previously thrown off the
investigation for voicing the opinion that Rafi might be innocent. As the court case goes badly
wrong, she finds herself torn between her loyalty to the senior police she respects and the
truth.

Greg Barron

Lethal Sky

Tp

$29.99 A light aircraft flies over Sydney Harbour carrying the spores of a deadly microbe, enough to
kill the people below and render the city uninhabitable for decades. Intelligence agent Marika
Hartmann races to the scene aboard a Taipan helicopter packed with Australian commandos,
unable to shoot the plane down for fear of releasing the lethal cargo. Can she save her city? In
Western Europe and America millions of ordinary people start their day, unaware that a
swarm of powerful new weapons, armed with the same biological agent, gather in the skies.
In London PJ Johnson leads a team of Special Forces soldiers to find the terrorists' base of
operations as biologist Jan Sloven works furiously to decode the conundrum left by a
deranged scientific genius - but time is against them all.

Tp

$29.99 Gareth Ford, with a cloud still hanging over him because of his involvement in the Gwardar
Gold Heist, has decided to make a new beginning in the iron mines of Newman. But when he
returns home from the night shift and finds his flatmate has been murdered, suspicion quickly
falls upon him. He, however, fears he himself was the real target and soon discovers he is
being tailed. He summons his old ally from the Gold Squad, DC Rose Kavanagh, and soon they
find themselves in Marble Bar, searching for the Gwardar Gold and being pursued by a variety
of desperadoes, each with their own agendas.

Robert Schofield Marble Bar
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Annie Hauxwell A Morbid Habit

Tp

$29.99 Christmas is looming, and investigator Catherine Berlin is out of a job. Broke, and with a drug
habit that's only just under control, she quickly agrees when an old friend offers her work. It's
a simple investigation with a generous fee, looking into the dealings of a small-time
entrepreneur. The only catch? It's in Russia. But when Berlin arrives in Moscow, things are not
so straightforward. Shadowy figures stalk her through the frozen streets. She's kicked out of
her hotel, her all-important medication confiscated by police. Strung out and alone, Berlin
turns to her interpreter, an eccentric Brit named Charlie. But Charlie's past is as murky as
Berlin's own, and when the subject of the investigation disappears, Berlin realises Charlie may
be part of the web. The only way out is to hunt down the truth, even if it kills her.

Peter Docker

Sweet One

Tp

$29.99 When a senior Aboriginal war veteran dies horribly at the hands of state government
authorities, Izzy, a journalist and daughter of a war veteran herself, flies to the goldfields of
Western Australia to cover his death. But Izzy is about to learn that for every action there is
an equal and bloody reaction. On the trail of the vigilantes, she finds herself embedded in a
secret war that is finally, irrevocably, going to explode to the surface.

Anna George

What Came Before

Tp

$29.99 My name is David James Forrester. I'm a solicitor. Tonight, at 6.10, I killed my wife. This is my
statement.' In Melbourne's inner west, David sits in his car, dictaphone in hand. He's sick to
his stomach but determined to record his version of events. His wife Elle hovers over her own
lifeless body as it lies in the laundry of the house they shared. David thinks back on their
relationship - intimate, passionate, intense - and what led to this terrible night. From her eerie
vantage point, Elle traces the sweep of their shared past too. Before David, she'd enjoyed a
contented life - as a successful filmmaker, a much-loved aunt and friend. But in the course of
two years, she was captivated and then undone by him. Not once in those turbulent times did
she imagine that her alluring, complex husband was capable of this.

MODERN CRIME
David Baldacci
(ed)

Face Off

Tp

$29.99 In this unprecedented collaboration, twenty-three of the world's favourite crime writers bring
you original, co-written short stories featuring their much-loved series characters. Face Off
includes the first meeting of Ian Rankin's Rebus and Peter James' Roy Grace; a case for Dennis
Lehane's Patrick Kenzie and Michael Connelly's Harry Bosch, as well as a page-turning
mystery starring Lee Child's Jack Reacher and Joseph Finder's Nick Heller. Edited by
international bestseller David Baldacci, this exclusive page-turning collection is one of a kind.

Jeff Abbott

The Inside Man:
Sam Capra #4

Tp

$29.99 When Sam Capra's best customer - and friend - is murdered outside his Miami bar, Sam
decides to seek justice. Determined to figure out the connection between his friend's death
and a beautiful stranger, Sam infiltrates the Varelas, one of Miami's most prominent - and
dangerous - families. He faces a powerful but unstable mastermind intent on dividing his
business empire between his three very different adult children. It's not long before he
realises that these formidable siblings may hold murderous secrets of their own. Sam is
inexorably drawn into this shadowy family drama, amplifying painful echoes of his own
shattered relationships as he goes undercover. And in his quest to unearth the killer before his
cover is blown, Sam discovers one of the world's 'dark corners'; a place where laws are
inconsequential, and no amount of money or power can save you...
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Rennie Airth

The Reckoning:
John Madden #4

Tp

$29.99 The Second World War has ended, leaving a bruised and fragile peace. But this tranquillity is
threatened when a shocking murder takes place in the Sussex countryside. Before long, police
experts discover a link to another, earlier, killing hundreds of miles away...While Scotland
Yard detective Billy Styles struggles to find a link between these two murders, a strange twist
of fate brings former Detective Inspector John Madden into the investigations. As the victim
count rises it becomes clear that to catch this serial killer Madden, Styles and young
policewoman Detective-Constable Lily Poole must act quickly. But Madden remains haunted
by the mysteries at the heart of the case. Why was his name in a letter the second target had
been penning, just before he died? Could the real clue to these perplexing murders lie within
the victims' pasts? And within his own?

Ursula P Archer Five

Pb

$19.99 A woman is found murdered in a field. Tattooed on her feet is a strange combination of
numbers and letters. Detective Beatrice Kaspary quickly identifies these as map co-ordinates,
which lead the police to a 'treasure box' containing several severed body parts - and a note
from the killer with a series of cryptic clues to the identity of the next victim. So begins a
desperate scavenger hunt in which Beatrice herself becomes a pawn in the killer's game of cat
and mouse, as she risks all to uncover the murderer.

Steve Berry

Tp

$29.99 In Utah, the fabled remains of Mormon pioneers whose nineteenth-century expedition across
the desert met with a murderous end have been uncovered. In Washington, D.C., the official
investigation of an international entrepreneur, an elder in the Mormon church, has sparked a
political battle between the White House and a powerful United States senator. In Denmark, a
Justice Department agent, missing in action, has fallen into the hands of a dangerous zealot-a
man driven by divine visions to make a prophet's words reality. And in a matter of a few short
hours, Cotton Malone has gone from quietly selling books at his shop in Denmark to dodging
bullets in a high-speed boat chase. All it takes is a phone call from his former boss in
Washington, and suddenly the ex-agent is racing to rescue an informant carrying critical
intelligence. It's just the kind of perilous business that Malone has been trying to leave behind,
ever since he retired from the Justice Department. But once he draws enemy blood, Malone is
plunged into a deadly conflict-a constitutional war secretly set in motion more than two
hundred years ago by America's Founding Fathers.

The Lincoln Myth:
Cotton Malone #9

Benjamin Black Holy Orders: Quirke Pb
#6

$19.99 1950s Dublin. When a body is found in the canal, pathologist Quirke and his detective friend
Inspector Hackett must find the truth behind this brutal murder. But in a world where the
police are not trusted and secrets often remain buried there is perhaps little hope of bringing
the perpetrator to justice. As spring storms descend on Dublin, Quirke and Hackett's
investigation will lead them into the dark heart of the organisation that really runs this
troubled city: the church. Meanwhile Quirke's daughter Phoebe realises she is being followed;
and when Quirke's terrible childhood in a priest-run orphanage returns to haunt him, he will
face his greatest trial yet...

Stephen Booth

$29.99 The old Corpse Bridge is the route taken for centuries by mourners from villages on the
western fringes of Derbyshire to a burial ground across the River Dove, now absorbed into the
landscaped parkland of a stately home. When Earl Manby, the landowner, announces plans to
deconsecrate the burial ground to turn it into a car park for his holiday cottages, bodies begin
to appear once again on the road to the Corpse Bridge. Is there a connection with the Earl's
plans? Or worse, is there a terrifying serial killer at work? Back in his job after the traumatic
events of previous months, Detective Sergeant Ben Cooper knows that he must unravel the
mystery of the Corpse Bridge if he's going to be able to move on with his life. As the pressure
builds, Ben doesn't know who he can trust and, when the case reaches breaking point, he has
to make a call that could put everything - and everyone - at risk...

The Corpse Bridge:
Cooper & Fry #14

Tp
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James Lee
Burke

Wayfaring Stranger

Tp

$29.99 It is 1934 and the Depression is bearing down when sixteen-year-old Weldon Avery Holland
happens upon infamous criminals Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow after one of their
notorious armed robberies. A confrontation with the outlaws ends as Weldon puts a bullet
through the rear window of Clyde's stolen automobile. Ten years later, Second Lieutenant
Weldon Holland and his sergeant, Hershel Pine, escape certain death in the Battle of the Bulge
and encounter a beautiful young woman named Rosita Lowenstein hiding in a deserted
extermination camp. Eventually, Weldon and Rosita fall in love and marry and, with Hershel,
return to Texas to seek their fortunes. There, they enter the domain of jackals known as the
oil business. They meet Roy Wiseheart - a former Marine aviator haunted with guilt for
deserting his squadron leader over the South Pacific - and Roy's wife Clara, a vicious antiSemite who is determined to make Weldon and Rosita's life a nightmare.

John Connor

The Vanishing

Pb

$19.99 Manchester, 1992: Lauren Cawley disappears days before her second birthday, triggering a
massive police hunt. But she is never found, leaving her parents bereft and James Lomax, the
lead investigator who searched tirelessly for her, broken. Twenty years on, Lomax has finally
retired, and his son Tom is scraping a living as a private investigator. Then Tom gets a
mysterious phone call: Sara Eaton, heir to a massive fortune, has just watched her mother pass
away. Moments before her death, Sara's mother whispered something to her, but all that Sara
hears is a name: Lomax. Two days before Sara turns twenty-one, Tom Lomax is flown out to
her private yacht. Her mother's will is to be read on her birthday. But when a powerful
explosion rips through the boat, Tom has forty-eight hours to get Sara back to London alive.
As they struggle to evade a terrifying series of attempts on her life, the clues lead inexorably
back to the case that destroyed Tom's father.

Catherine
Coulter

Bombshell: FBI
Thriller #17

Pb

$17.95 FBI Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith, last seen in Backfire, has been recruited by Dillon
Savich to join his unit in Washington, D.C. Savich sees something special in Hammersmith, an
almost preternatural instinct for tracking criminals. While on his way to D.C., Hammersmith
plans to visit his sister, Delsey, a student at Stanislaus School of Music in Maestro, Virginia.
Before he arrives, he gets a phone call that Delsey was found naked, unconscious, and covered
with blood after a wild party. The blood isn't hers - so who does it belong to? Meanwhile, back
in D.C., Savich and Sherlock have their hands full when the grandson of former chairman of
the Federal Reserve Bank is found murdered, every bone in his body broken, and frozen at the
foot of the Lincoln Memorial. Was Savich right - is Griffin gifted with a unique ability to see
how criminals think? And will he figure out who was behind the attempt on Delsey's life before it's too late?

Arne Dahl

To the Top of the
Mountain:
Intercrime #3

Tp

$32.99 After the disastrous end to their last case, the Intercrime team - a specialist unit created to
investigate violent, international crime - has been disbanded, their leader forced into early
retirement. The six officers have been scattered throughout the country. Detectives Paul Hjelm
and Kerstin Holm are investigating the senseless murder of a young football supporter in a
pub in Stockholm, Arto Soderstedt and Viggo Norlander are working on mundane cases,
Gunnar Nyber is tackling child pornography while Jorge Chavez is immersed in research. But
when a man is blown up in a high-security prison, a major drugs baron comes under attack
and a massacre takes place in a dark suburb, the Intercrime team are urgently reconvened.
There is something dangerous approaching Sweden, and they are the only people who can do
anything to stop it.

Kate Ellis

The Shroud Maker:
Wesley Peterson
#18

Pb

$19.99 A year on from the mysterious disappearance of Jenny Bercival, DI Wesley Peterson is called
in when the body of a strangled woman is found floating out to sea in a dinghy.The discovery
mars the festivities of the Palkin Festival, held each year to celebrate the life of John Palkin, a
fourteenth century Mayor of Tradmouth who made his fortune from trade and piracy. And
now it seems like death and mystery have returned to haunt the town. A faceless enemy.
Could there be a link between the two women? One missing, one brutally murdered? And is
there a connection to a fantasy website called Shipworld which features Palkin as a
supernatural hero with a sinister, faceless nemesis called the Shroud Maker? Will history
repeat itself once again? When archaeologist Neil Watson makes a grim discovery on the site
of Palkin's warehouse, it looks as if history might have inspired the killer.And it is only by
delving into the past that Wesley comes to learn the truth... a truth that will bring mortal
danger in its wake.
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R J Ellory

The Devil and the
River

Pb

$19.99 On a summer evening in 1954, 16-year-old Nancy Denton walked into the woods of her
hometown of Whytesburg, Mississippi. She was never seen again. Two decades on, Sheriff
John Gaines witnesses a harrowing discovery. A body has been unearthed from the riverbank,
perfectly preserved, yet bearing evidence of a brutal ritualistic killing. Nancy has come home
at last. Already haunted by his experiences in Vietnam, Gaines must now find out what really
happened to the beautiful and vivacious Nancy. As he closes in on the truth, Gaines is forced
to not only confront his own demons, but to unearth secrets that have long remained hidden.
And that truth, so much darker than he could ever have imagined, may be the one thing that
finally destroys him.

Kjell Eriksson

Black Lies, Red
Blood: Ann Liddell
#5

Pb

$17.99 Uppsala, Sweden. Inspector Ann Lindell has little time to enjoy her new relationship with
journalist Anders Brant before he leaves on an assignment, and she is called upon to
investigate the disappearance of a young woman, Klara Lovisa Bolinder. When Lindell's
colleagues discover the body of a murdered homeless man the evidence suggests that Brant
could be involved. Lindell is forced to battle her fears about her relationship if she is to
discover what happened to Klara and as the Uppsala Police Department unearth more
information about the homeless man, they fear they may be looking for a serial killer ...

Linda Fairstein

Terminal City: Alex
Cooper #16

Tp

$29.99 When the body of a young woman is found in a suite at one of the most prestigious hotels in
Manhattan, Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace find
themselves hunting for an elusive killer whose only signature is carving a carefully drawn
symbol, which bears a striking resemblance to train tracks, into his victims' bodies. When a
second body with the same bloody symbol is discovered in a deserted alleyway next to the
Grand Central Terminal building, Alex and Mike must contend with the station's expansive
underground tunnels and century-old dark secrets to find a killer who appears to be cutting a
deadly path straight to the heart of the city...

Ben Fergusson

The Spring of
Kasper Meier

Tp

$29.99 It is 1946 and after a sustained bombing campaign, Berlin is a sea of rubble. There is a
shortage of everything: food, clothing, tobacco, and the local population is scrabbling to get
by. Kasper Meier is one of thse Germans, trading on the black market to feed himself and his
elderly father. For the right price, he can get almost anything but no-one is to be trusted.
When a young woman, Eva, arrives on his doorstep and asks him to track down a British pilot,
Kasper is instinctively nervous. After he turns down her offer of payment, she threatents to
blackmail him and Kasper is unwittingly drawn into an intrigue he could never have
anticipated.Kasper must work out who is behind Eva's demands, and why, whilst at the same
time trying to save himself, Eva and his father.

Anthea Fraser

The Unburied Past

Pb

$24.95 What happened in the Lake District twenty-six years ago that resulted in a family being torn
apart? An old tragedy, still unresolved, brings together estranged brother and sister Adam and
Kirsty, who try to solve it despite their relatives' objections. Does a missing camera hold clues
to what might have happened? Meanwhile Kirsty, co-owner of a cake-making company, has
more immediate worries in the form of increasingly threatening emails and gifts, all sent
anonymously. Someone is watching her - someone who knows where she lives. Is it an
obsessed stranger, or one of her circle of friends? Is there anyone she can trust?
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Brian Freeman

Season of Fear: Cab
Bolton #1

Tp

$29.99 Lake Wales, Central Florida. Ten years ago, a political fundraiser became a bloodbath when a
hooded assassin carried out a savage public execution. Three men were massacred, casting a
dark shadow over the Sunshine State. A decade on, history is threatening to repeat itself. The
widow of one victim, herself now running for governor, has received an anonymous threat - a
newspaper clipping from that fateful day, along with the chilling words 'I'm back.' Florida
detective Cab Bolton agrees to investigate the threat against this candidate, Diane Fairmont.
But Fairmont's political party is swamped in secrecy - a fact that, unknown to Cab, has led one
of its junior staff to start asking very sensitive questions about the death of a party employee.
Both Cab and this young researcher, Peach Piper, are digging up the kind of dirt that ten years
can't wash away. And as the powerful crosswinds of state politics swirl around Cab and Peach,
this whirlwind of pressure and chaos will ultimately unearth a poisonous conspiracy, and
reawaken a killer who has lain dormant for a decade.

Alan Furst

Midnight in Europe

Tp

$29.99 Paris, 1938. A shadow edges over Europe. Democratic forces are locked in struggle, while in
Spain the war has already begun. Cristian Ferrar, a handsome Spanish lawyer in Paris, is a
well-connected man. Ferrar is approached to help a clandestine agency supply weapons to
beleaguered Republican forces and agrees, putting his life on the line. Joining Ferrar in his
mission is an unlikely group of allies; idealists and gangsters, arms traders and aristocrats,
including Max de Lyon, a man hunted by the Gestapo, and the Marquesa Maria Cristina, a
refined beauty with a taste for danger. From libertine nightclubs in the City of Light to volatile
bars by the docks in Gdansk, Furst paints a spell-binding portrait of a continent marching into
a nightmare - and the heroes and heroines who fought back.

Meg Gardiner

Phantom Instinct

Tp

$29.99 When shots ring out in a crowded Los Angeles club, bartender Harper Flynn watches
helplessly as her boyfriend, Drew, is gunned down in the cross fire. Then somebody throws a
Molotov cocktail, and the club is quickly engulfed in flames. LA Sheriff Deputy Aiden Garrison
sees a gunman in a hoodie and gas mask taking aim at Harper, but before he can help her a
wall collapses, bringing the building down and badly injuring him. A year later, Harper is
trying to rebuild her life. She has quit her job and gone back to college. Meanwhile, the
investigation into the shoot-out has been closed. The two gunmen were killed when the
building collapsed. Certain that a third gunman escaped and is targeting the survivors, Harper
enlists the help of Aiden Garrison, the only person willing to listen. As Harper and Aiden delve
into the case, Harper realizes that her presence during the attack was no coincidence and that
her only ally is unstable, mistrustful of her, and seeing the same enemy everywhere he looks.

Robert Goddard The Corners of the
Globe: James
Maxted #2

Tp

$32.99 Spring, 1919. James 'Max' Maxted, former Great War flying ace, left Paris after avenging the
murder of his father, Sir Henry Maxted, a senior member of the British delegation to the postwar peace conference. But he was convinced there was more to be discovered about what Sir
Henry had been trying to accomplish. And he suspected elusive German spymaster Fritz
Lemmer knew the truth of it. Now, enlisted under false colours in Lemmer's service but with
his loyalty pledged to the British Secret Service, Max sets out on his first - and possibly last mission for Lemmer. It takes him to the far north of Scotland - to the Orkney Isles, where the
German High Seas Fleet has been impounded in Scapa Flow, its fate to be decided at the
conference-table in Paris. Max has been sent to recover a document held aboard one of the
German ships. What that document contains forces him to break cover sooner than he would
have wished and to embark on a desperate race south, towards London, with information that
could destroy Lemmer.

John Grisham

Pb

$19.99 Jake Brigance has never met Seth Hubbard, or even heard of him, until the old man's suicide
note names him attorney for his estate. The will is dynamite. Seth has left ninety per cent of
his vast, secret fortune to his housemaid. The vultures are circling even before the body is
cold: the only subject more incendiary than money in Ford County is race, and this case has
both. AS the relatives contest the will, and unscrupulous lawyers hasten to benefit, Jake
searches for answers to the many questions left by Seth Hubbard's death: What made him
write that last-minute will leaving everything to a poor black woman named Lettie Lang? Why
did he choose to kill himself on the desolate piece of land known as Sycamore Row? And what
was it that Seth and his brother witnessed as children that, in his words, 'no human should
ever see'?

Sycamore Row:
Jake Brigance #2
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Quintin Jardine Hour of Darkness:
Bob Skinner #24

Tp

$29.99 Quintin Jardine's new Bob Skinner novel sees the Chief Constable faced with a case that calls
every part of his life into question. The body of a murdered woman is found washed up on
Cramond Island near the mouth of the River Forth. Days later detectives are called to a flat in
Edinburgh; the kitchen is covered in blood, and the occupier is missing. When the name of the
woman from Cramond Island is revealed, it stirs unwelcome memories for those who knew
her, Chief Constable Bob Skinner most of all. Now based in Glasgow, he has no reason to
become involved in the linked cases. Yet he does, unwittingly setting in motion a course that
will lead him into a personal nightmare and the toughest choice of his life...

Dan Kavanagh

Hb

$29.99 Things aren't going so well for Brian McKechnie. His wife was attacked in their home, his cat
was brutally killed and now a man with a suspiciously erratic accent is blackmailing him.
When the police fail spectacularly at finding out who's after him, McKechnie engages the
services of London's most unusual private eye. Duffy is a detective like no other. A bisexual expoliceman with a phobia of ticking watches and a penchant for Tupperware. But what he
lacks in orthodoxy he makes up for in street-smart savvy and no-nonsense dealings. Intrigued
by McKechnie's dilemma and the apparent incompetency of his ex-colleagues, Duffy heads to
his old patch, the seedy underbelly of Soho, to begin inquiries of his own. Helped by some
shady characters from his past, Duffy discover that while things have changed in the years
since he was working the area, the streets are still mean and the crooks walk arm in arm with
the blues.

Faye Kellerman Murder 101: Decker
& Lazarus #2

Tp

$29.99 Detective Peter Decker and his wife Rina Lazarus have moved from the chaos of L.A. to upstate
New York, to a quiet town that is home to elite colleges and pensioners. Semi-retired and
faced with mundane call-outs at the Greenbury Police Department, Decker is becoming bored
of life. So when he is called about a potential break-in at the local cemetery, he jumps at the
opportunity to investigate. The Bergman crypt contains four intricately designed stained glass
windows, one for each season, two of which are confirmed as definitely fake. Along with
young Harvard graduate, Tyler McAdams, Decker must solve the mystery of the forgeries. His
search leads him to Manhattan, although perhaps he should look closer to home: when a coed is brutally murdered at a local colleges, Decker must put his search for the art thief on
hold. But not for long...

Hesh Kestin

The Lie

Tp

$29.99 Shrewd, brash, and as tough as she is beautiful, the controversial Israeli attorney Dahlia Barr
specializes in defending Palestinians accused of terrorism. She is also a devoted mother, a
soon-to-be-divorced wife, and the lover of an American television correspondent. To Dahlia's
astonishment, the Israeli security establishment one day approaches her with a tantalizing
proposition: Join us, and become the beleaguered nation's arbiter on when to use the harshest
of interrogation methods - what some would call torture. Dahlia is intrigued. Can she change
the system from within? Then, as Dahlia settles into her new job, her son Ari, a twenty-yearold lieutenant in the Israel Defense Forces, is kidnapped by Hezbollah and whisked over the
border to Lebanon. The one man who may hold the key to Ari's rescue is locked in a cell in
police headquarters. Edward Al-Masri - professor, activist, media gadfly - is an Arab who has a
long and complicated history with Dahlia. And he's not talking. Yet.

Shane Kuhn

Kill Your Boss: The
Intern's Handbook

Pb

$19.99 If you're reading this, you're a new employee at Human Resources, Inc. Congratulations. And
condolences. At the very least, you're embarking on a career that you will never be able to
describe as dull. You'll go to interesting places. You'll meet unique and stimulating people
from all walks of life. And kill them. You will make a lot of money, but that will mean nothing
to you after the first job. Assassination, no matter how easy it looks in the movies, is the most
difficult, stressful, and lonely profession on the planet. Even when you're disguised as an
intern. John Lago is a hitman. He has some rules for you. And he's about to break every single
one.

Duffy: Duffy #1
(1980)
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Lynda La Plante Wrongful Death:
Anna Travis #9

Pb

$19.99 Six months ago, London nightclub owner Josh Reynolds was found dead from a single
gunshot wound to the head, the gun held in his right hand. His death was quickly determined
to be a suicide, the investigation was closed... a case done and dusted. Until now. A young
man, awaiting trial for armed robbery has informed his guards that Reynolds was murdered,
and that he has information to share with the police. DCS James Langton tasks DCI Anna
Travis to review the case. As soon as she wraps up the investigation, Langton tells Anna she
can join him for training at the FBI Academy in Virginia, USA. Meanwhile, Senior FBI Agent,
Jessie Dewar, crime scene expert, is seconded to Anna's team as part of her research. Dewar's
brash manner soon ruffles feathers among the MET, and what should have been a simple case
of tying up loose ends becomes a political nightmare as the competence of the original
investigation team is questioned. Anna's trip to America is approaching, but now that the
situation at the MET has become so volatile, can she trust Dewar to finish the job in her
absence?

Harriet Lane

Her

Pb

$26.99 Would you be friends with her? Two different women; two different worlds. Nina is
sophisticated, moneyed and damaged. Emma is a struggling young mother who has put her
life on hold. After Nina meets Emma by chance, she begins to draw Emma into her privileged
world. But this isn't the first time the women have crossed paths. Nina remembers Emma and
she remembers what Emma did. But what did Emma do? How far will Nina go to punish her?
And when will Emma realise that her new friend is a disturbing face from the past?

Jens Lapidus

Never Screw Up:
Stockholm #2

Pb

$19.99 Niklas, a weapons expert, has returned home after years as a mercenary. His world has no
laws. His life has made him a violence fanatic and an adrenaline junkie. He is haunted by
traumatic childhood memories. One night his mother calls, hysterical. Someone has been
murdered in her apartment building. Thomas is a demoralized cop. He's working the night
shift when the call about the murder comes in. The victim has been badly beaten, and his
arms have been pockmarked by syringes. But someone wants the case silenced - why?
Mahmud is just out of jail, and keen to live the high life. He has debts to someone he used to
deal for. In a game of Russian roulette, his life is spared - but at what cost? He has to look for
a man whom he later wishes he'd never found. And his search takes him to a side of
Stockholm he wishes he'd never seen. No matter how hard they try, the power is not theirs. It
belongs to Radovan who rules over the dark parts of the city where everything is for sale. But
the price is much too high.

Susan Elia
MacNeal

The Prime
Minister's Secret
Agent: Maggie
Hope #4

Pb

$25.95 World War II rages on across Europe, but Maggie Hope has finally found a moment of rest on
the pastoral coast of western Scotland. Home from an undercover mission in Berlin, she
settles down to teach at her old spy training camp, and to heal from scars on both her body
and heart. Yet instead of enjoying the quieter pace of life, Maggie is quickly drawn into
another web of danger and intrigue. When three ballerinas fall strangely ill in Glasgow including one of Maggie's dearest friends - Maggie partners with MI5 to uncover the truth
behind their unusual symptoms. What she finds points to a series of poisonings that may
expose shocking government secrets and put countless British lives at stake. But it's the fight
brewing in the Pacific that will forever change the course of the war - and indelibly shape
Maggie's fate.

Alex Marwood

The Killer Next
Door

Pb

$19.99 No. 23 has a secret. In this bedsit-riddled south London wreck, lorded over by a lecherous
landlord, something waits to be discovered. Yet all six residents have something to hide.
Collette and Cher are on the run; Thomas is a reluctant loner; while a gorgeous Iranian
asylum seeker and a 'quiet man' nobody sees try to stay hidden. And watching over them all is
Vesta - or so she thinks. In the dead of night, a terrible accident pushes the neighbours into an
uneasy alliance. But one of them is a killer, expertly hiding their pastime, all the while closing
in on their next victim...As a cloying heatwave suffocates the city, events build to an
electrifying climax in this dark, original and irresistibly compelling thriller.
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Matt McGuire

When Sorrows
Come: DS O'Neill #2

Pb

$19.99 Belfast, 2am, Tomb Street. A young man lies dead in an alley. Cracked ribs, broken jaw,
fractured skull. With the Celtic Tiger purring and the Troubles in their death throes, Detective
Sergeant John O'Neill is called to investigate. Meanwhile O'Neill's partner, DI Jack Ward, a
veteran troubles detective, is receiving death threats from an unknown source...When Sorrows
Come is a brutal expose of the criminal underworld in the new Northern Ireland, a place
where the dead are not all created equal.

Jo Nesbo

Cockroaches: Harry
Hole #2

Pb

$19.99 Harry is on a special mission Detective Harry Hole arrives in a steaming hot Bangkok. The
Norwegian ambassador has been found dead in a seedy motel room, and Harry has been sent
to investigate. It's clear that the Ambassador's family are hiding some secrets of their own, but
few people are willing to talk. He needs to solve a crime and avoid a scandal. When Harry lays
hands on some incriminating CCTV footage, things only get more complicated. The man who
gave him the tape goes missing, and Harry realises that failing to solve a murder case is by no
means the only danger that faces the unwary. But in an unfamiliar city, who can you trust?

Andreas
Norman

Into a Raging Blaze

Tp

$29.99 Stockholm, September 2011. Carina Dymek is on a fast track for promotion at the Swedish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when she is approached by a stranger and given a USB stick
containing a report to circulate in her department. Unwittingly, she delivers a time bomb of
classified information that sends her career up in flames and puts her on the radar of the
security service, Sapo. Tasked with investigating how Dymek gained access to the confidential
report, the formidable Bente Jensen of Sapo is quietly approached by the British MI6, who
have an undisclosed interest in the leak. She finds out that Dymek's boyfriend is an Egyptian
Swedish national. But it's MI6 who link his family to an extreme faction within the Muslim
Brotherhood in Cairo. The case explodes into an international manhunt. Liaising with the
ruthless MI6, Bente uncovers the secretive plans contained in that leaked report: plans for an
omnipotent Europe-wide Intelligence Service. Forces hone in on Dymek, while Bente begins to
suspect she is a red herring caught in a far wider net.

James Patterson Invisible

Tp

$32.99 Everyone thinks Emma Dockery is crazy. Obsessed with finding the link between hundreds of
unsolved cases, Emma has taken leave from her job as an FBI researcher. Now all she has are
the newspaper clippings that wallpaper her bedroom, and her nightly recurring nightmares of
an all-consuming fire. Not even Emma's ex-boyfriend, field agent Harrison 'Books' Bookman,
will believe her that hundreds of kidnappings, rapes, and murders are all connected. That is,
until Emma finds a piece of evidence he can't afford to ignore. More murders are reported by
the day - and they're all inexplicable. No motives, no murder weapons, no suspects. Could one
person really be responsible for these unthinkable crimes?

Leif G W
Persson

Tp

$32.99 It's August 2007, and Lars Martin Johansson, chief of the National Bureau of Criminal
Investigation in Sweden has opened the files on the unsolved murder of Prime Minister Olof
Palme. With his retirement quickly closing in, Johansson forms a new group comprised of a
few trustworthy detectives who doggedly wade through mountains of paperwork and pursue
new leads in a case that has all but gone cold despite the open wound the assassination has
left on the consciousness of Swedish society. Yet the closer the group gets to the truth, the
more Johansson compromises the greater good for personal gain, becoming a pawn for the
private vendetta of a shady political spin doctor. Sharply detailed and boldly plotted, Persson's
work lifts the veil on one of history's greatest unsolved crimes in a novel that goes toe-to-toe
with the best of true crime books.

Falling Freely, As If
In A Dream: Story
of a Crime #3
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Ruth Rendell

No Man's
Nightingale:
Inspector Wexford
#24

Pb

$19.99 No Man's Nightingale: the eagerly anticipated twenty-fourth title in Ruth Rendell's bestselling
Detective Chief Inspector Wexford series. The woman vicar of St Peter's Church may not be
popular among the community of Kingsmarkham. But it still comes as a profound shock when
she is found strangled in her vicarage. Inspector Wexford is retired, but he retains a relish for
solving mysteries especially when they are as close to home as this one is. So when he's asked
whether he will assist on the case, he readily agrees. By why did the vicar die? And is anyone
else in Kingsmarkham in danger? What Wexford doesn't know is that the killer is far closer
than he, or anyone else, thinks.

Phil Rickman

The Magus of Hay: Pb
Merrily Watkins #12

$22.99 Hay-on-Wye: a eccentric medieval town known for its dozens of secondhand bookshops...and
for having its own king. Now in the grip of recession, Hay is fighting for its future. Not the
best time to open a bookshop, but Robin and Betty are desperate, and only Betty worries
about the oppressive atmosphere of the shop they're renting. Merrily Watkins, diocesan
exorcist for nearby Hereford, knows little about Hay until a body is found in the dark pool
below a waterfall on the outskirts of the town and the police ask her to assist. The dead man's
peculiar interests will open a passage to the hidden heart of Hay and a secret history of magic
and ritual murder. And Merrily is alone and vulnerable as never before...

Stella Rimington Close Call: Liz
Carlyle #8

Tp

$29.99 In 2012, in a Middle Eastern souk, CIA agent Miles Brookhaven was attacked. At the time he
was infiltrating rebel groups in the area. No one was certain if his cover had been blown or if
the act was just an arbitrary attack on Westerners. Months later, the incident remains a
mystery. Now, Liz Carlyle and her Counter Terrorism unit in MI5 have been charged with the
task of watching the international under-the-counter arms trade. With the Arabic region in
such a volatile state, the British Intelligence forces have become increasing concerned that
extremist Al-Qaeda jihads are building their power base ready to launch another attack. As the
pressure mounts, Liz and her team must intercept illegal weapons before they get into the
wrong hands. When MI5 learns that the source of the arms deals is located in Western
Europe, Liz finds herself on a manhunt that leads her to Paris, to Berlin and into her own longforgotten past. A past buried so deep that she never thought it would resurface...

John Sandford

Silken Prey: Lucas
Davenport #23

Pb

$19.99 Murder, scandal, political espionage and an extremely dangerous woman. Lucas Davenport's
going to be lucky to get out of this one alive. A Minnesota political fixer has hit the jackpot or so he thinks. Hired to take down the incumbent U.S. senator with a vicious smear, to open
the way for an ambitious, take-no-prisoners heiress who sees the Senate as merely a steppingstone, he decides his payoff should be larger. The blackmail demand should yield some pretty
large numbers, he thinks. Instead, he gets only a small one - 9 millimeters, to be exact. In the
heart. Davenport is investigating the smear when the trail leads to the man's disappearance,
then - very troublingly - to the Minneapolis police department, then - most troublingly of all to a woman who could give Machiavelli lessons. She has very definite ideas about the way the
world should work, and the money, ruthlessness and sheer will to make it happen. No matter
who gets in the way.

William Shaw

A House of Knives:
Breen & Tozer #2

Tp

$29.99 London, November 1968. The decade is drawing its last breath. In Marylebone CID, suspects
are beaten in the cells and the only woman is resigning. Detective Sergeant Breen has a death
threat in his intray and a mutilated body on his hands. The dead man was the wayward son of
a rising MP with the ear of the home office - and everywhere Breen turns to investigate, he
finds himself obstructed and increasingly alienated. But PR wary politicians can't stop him
talking to the art dealer Robert 'Groovy Bob' Fraser; whose glamorous parties mask a
spreading heroin addiction among London's young and beautiful. He begins to see that the
abuse of power is at every level of society. And when his actions endanger those at the top, he
becomes their target. Out in the cold, banished from a corrupt and fracturing system, Breen is
finally forced to fight fire with fire. William Shaw paints the real portrait of London's swinging
sixties. Authentic, powerful and poignant, A House of Knives reveals the shadow beyond the
spotlight and the crimes committed in the name of liberation.
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Georges
Simenon

A Crime in Holland

Pb

$16.99 Just take a look,' Duclos said in an undertone, pointing to the scene all round them, the
picture-book town, with everything in its place, like ornaments on the mantlepiece of a
careful housewife...' Everyone here earns his living. Everyone's more or less content. And
above all, everyone keeps his instincts under control, because that's the rule here, and a
necessity if people want to live in society.' When a French professor visiting the quiet, Dutch
coastal town of Delfzjil is accused of murder, Maigret is sent to investigate. The community
seem happy to blame an unknown outsider, but there are people much closer to home who
seem to know much more than they're letting on: Beetje, the dissatisfied daughter of a local
farmer, Any van Elst, sister-in-law of the deceased and a notorious local crook.

Karin Slaughter Cop Town

Tp

$32.99 Atlanta, 1974. As a brutal killing and a furious manhunt rock the city, Kate Murphy wonders if
her first day on the police force will also be her last. For life is anything but easy in the maledominated world of the Atlanta Police Department, where even the other female cops have
little mercy for the new girl. Kate isn't the only woman on the force who is finding things
tough. Maggie Lawson followed her uncle and brother into the ranks to prove her worth in
their cynical eyes. When Maggie and Kate become partners, and are sidelined in the search for
the city's cop killer, their fury, pain, and pride finally reach boiling point. With the killer
poised to strike again, will Kate and Maggie have the courage to pursue their own line of
investigation? And are they prepared to risk everything as they venture into the city's darkest
heart?

Karin Slaughter Unseen: Will Trent
#8

Pb

$19.99 Special Agent Will Trent has something to hide. Something he doesn't want Dr Sara Linton the woman he loves - to find out. He's gone undercover in Macon, Georgia and put his life at
risk. And he knows Sara will never forgive him if she discovers the truth. But when a young
patrolman is shot and left for dead Sara is forced to confront the past and a woman she hoped
never to see again. And without even knowing it, she becomes involved in the same case Will
is working on. Soon both of their lives are in danger.

Martin Cruz
Smith

Tatiana: Arkady
Renko #8

Pb

$19.99 When the brilliant and fearless young reporter Tatiana Petrovna falls to her death from a sixthfloor window in Moscow in the same week that notorious mob billionaire Grisha Grigorenko
is shot in the back of the head, Renko finds himself on the trail of a mystery as complex and
dangerous as modern Russia itself. The body of an elite government translator shows up on
the sand dunes of Kalingrad: killed for nothing but a cryptic notebook filled with symbols. A
frantic hunt begins to locate and decipher this notebook. In a fast-changing and lethal race to
uncover what this translator knew, and how he planned to reveal it to the world, Renko
makes a startling discovery that propels him deeper into Tatiana's past - and, at the same
time, paradoxically, into Russia's future.

Alexander
Soderberg

The Andalucian
Friend: Brinkmann
#1

Pb

$19.99 When Sophie Brinkmann meets Hector Guzman, she knows everything that she needs to: he's
handsome, he's charming and he makes her happy. But what she doesn't know is that Hector
has some nasty friends, some even nastier enemies, and an unscrupulous police operation
relentlessly following his every move. With her house under surveillance by the law and her
life under threat from drug traffickers, gangsters and hitmen, Sophie must decide who she can
trust - and whose side she really wants to be on.
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Dana Stabenow Bad Blood: Kate
Shugak #20

Pb

$12.99 Bad blood comes to the fore when star-crossed love ends in murder...One hundred years of
bad blood between two Alaskan villages come to a boil when a young Kushtaka man is found
dead. The prime suspect is a Kuskulana man, already in trouble in both villages for falling in
love across the divide. But now he's disappeared and a second killing looks suspiciously like
payback. Kate Shugak must untangle the village tales of tragedy and revenge in order to find
the truth before it's too late...

Cath Staincliffe Letters to My
Daughter's Killer

Tp

$29.99 Grandmother Ruth Sutton writes to the man she hates more than anyone else on the planet:
the man who she believes killed her daughter Lizzie in a brutal attack four years earlier. Ruth's
burden of grief and hatred, has only grown heavier with the passing of time, her avid desire
for vengeance ever stronger. In writing to him Ruth hopes to exorcise the corrosive emotions
that are destroying her life, to find the truth and with it release and a way forward. Whether
she can ever truly forgive him is another matter - but the letters are her last, best hope.
Letters To My Daughter's Killer exposes the aftermath of violent crime for an ordinary family
and explores fundamental questions of crime and punishment. How do we deal with the very
human desire for revenge? If we get justice does reconciliation follow? Can we really forgive
those who do us the gravest wrong? Could you?

Chevy Stevens

Tp

$29.99 Eighteen-year-old Toni and her boyfriend, Ryan, were wrongly convicted of the murder of her
younger sister. Seventeen years later, she's out on parole and back in her hometown, but she's
struggling to adjust to a new life on the outside. Ryan is convinced he can uncover the truth;
her mother still doesn't believe Toni's innocent; and the former high school girls who made
Toni's life miserable may have darker secrets than anyone can imagine. Before Toni can move
forward, she must take a terrifying step back to her past to find out the truth and clear her
name, before it's too late. Fast-paced, gripping and thought-provoking, That Night is a
breathtaking thriller that you'll never forget.

Tp

$29.99 The island has always seemed such a safe place, such a friendly community. Now the
possibility of a killer on Bancree is dangerously close to home. Nobody moves to the remote
Scottish island of Bancree, and few leave - but leaving is exactly what seventeen-year-old
Flora intends to do. So when a mysterious man and his daughter move into isolated Dog
Cottage, Flo is curious. What could have brought these strangers to the island? The man is
seductively handsome but radiates menace; and there's something about his daughter Ailsa
that Flo can't help but feel drawn towards. People aren't only arriving on Bancree - they are
disappearing too. Reports of missing islanders fill the press and unnerve the community.
When a body washes ashore, suspicion turns to the strange newcomers on Dog Rock.
Convinced of their innocence, Flo is fiercely determined to protect her friend Ailsa. Could the
answer to the disappearances, and to the pull of her own heart, lie out there, beyond the
waves?

That Night

Simon Sylvester The Visitors

Nicola Upson

The Death of Lucy
Pb
Kyte: Josephine Tey
#5

$19.99 When bestselling crime author Josephine Tey inherits a remote Suffolk cottage from her
godmother, it came full of secrets. Sorting through the artefacts of her godmother's life,
Josephine is intrigued by an infamous murder committed near the cottage a century before.
Yet this old crime - dubbed the Red barn murder - still seems to haunt the tight-knit village
and its remote inhabitants. As Josephine settles into the house, she knows that something
dark has a tight hold on the heart of this small community. Is it just the ghosts of the Red Barn
murder, or is there something very much alive that she needs to fear? Trapped in this isolated
community and surrounded by shadows of obsession, abuse and deceit, can Josephine
untangle history from present danger and prevent a deadly cycle beginning once again?
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Valerio Varesi

Gold, Frankincense Tp
and Dust:
Commissario Soneri
#3

$29.99 Parma. A multiple pile-up occurs on the autostrada into the city. A truck transporting cattle
skids off the road. Dozens of cows and bulls go on the rampage, injured and crazed. In the
chaos, the burned body of a young woman is found at the side of the road. Her death has no
apparent link to the carnage. Commissario Soneri is assigned the case. It is a welcome
distraction: his mercurial lover Angela has decided to pursue other options, leaving him even
more morose than usual. The dead woman is identified as Nina Iliescu, a Romanian immigrant
whose beauty had enchanted a string of wealthy lovers. Temptress, muse, angel - she was all
things to all men. Her murder conceals a crime and a sacrilege, and even in death she has a
surprise waiting for Soneri.

Jill Paton Walsh The Late Scholar:
Peter Wimsey
Investigates #4

Pb

$19.99 A new murder mystery featuring Lord Peter Wimsey - now a Duke - and his wife Harriet
Vane, set in an Oxford college in the 1950s. Peter Wimsey is pleased to discover that along
with a Dukedom he has inherited the duties of 'visitor' at an Oxford college.When the fellows
appeal to him to resolve a dispute, he and Harriet set off happily to spend some time in
Oxford. But the dispute turns out to be embittered. The voting is evenly balanced between
two passionate parties - evenly balanced, that is, until several of the fellows unexpectedly die.
The Warden has a casting vote, but the Warden has disappeared. And the causes of death of
the deceased fellows bear an uncanny resemblance to the murder methods in Peter's past
cases - methods that Harriet has used in her published novels.

Jake
Woodhouse

After the Silence:
Inspector Rykel #1

Tp

$29.99 A body is found hanging on a hook above the canals of Amsterdam's old town, a mobile phone
forced into the victim's mouth. In a remote coastal village, a doll lies in the ashes of a burntdown house. But the couple who died in the fire had no children of their own. Did a little girl
escape the blaze? And, if so, who is she and where is she now? Inspector Jaap Rykel knows
that he's hunting a clever and brutal murderer. Still grieving from the violent death of his last
partner, Rykel must work alongside a junior out-of-town detective with her own demons to
face, if he has any hope of stopping the killer from striking again. Their investigation reveals
two dark truths: everybody in this city harbours secrets - and hearing those secrets comes at a
terrible price...

Tom Wright

Blackbird

Tp

$29.99 Dr. Deborah Serach Gold died on the cross sometime during a night of freezing rain in late
October of my last year at Three. It probably wasn't the worst thing that happened to her that
day, but it had been over two decades in the making... The day after a terrible storm,
electricity still crackling in the air, a woman is found dead on the outskirts of a Texan town.
She has been brutally attacked and nailed to a cross. The victim is Dr Deborah Gold, a
psychologist who has taken a lot of people's secrets to her grave. Which means a lot of
suspects for Detective Jim Beaudry Bonham to investigate. And lately he could use some
psychological help himself...

Joakim Zander

The Swimmer

Tp

$29.99 Klara Walldeen was orphaned as a child and brought up by her grandparents on a remote
Swedish archipelago. She is now a political aide in Brussels - and she has just seen something
she shouldn't: something people will kill to keep hidden. On the other side of the world, an
old spy hides from his past. Once, he was a man of action, so dedicated to the cause that he
abandoned his baby daughter to keep his cover. Now the only thing he lives for is swimming
in the local pool. Then, on Christmas eve, Klara is thrown into a terrifying chase through
Europe. Only the Swimmer can save her. But time is running out...
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Anne Zouroudi

The Feast of
Artemis: Hermes
Diaktoros #7

Pb

$19.99 The olive harvest is drawing to a close in the town of Dendra, and when Hermes Diaktoros
arrives for the celebratory festival he expects an indulgent day of food and wine. But as young
men leap a blazing bonfire in feats of daring, one of them is badly burned. Did he fall, or was
he pushed? Then, as Hermes learns of a deep-running feud between two families, one of their
patriarchs dies. Determined to find out why, Hermes follows a bitter trail through the olive
groves to reveal a motive for murder, and uncovers a dark deed brought to light by the sin of
gluttony.

COSY CRIME
M C Beaton

Something
Pb
Borrowed, Someone
Dead: Agatha Raisin
#24

$16.99 Incomer Gloria French is at first welcomed in the Cotswold village of Piddlebury. She seems
like a do-gooder par excellence, raising funds for the church and caring for the elderly. But
she has a bad habit of borrowing things and not giving them back, so when she is discovered
dead, poisoned by a bottle of elderberry wine, folk in the village don't mourn her passing too
intently. Parish councillor Jerry Tarrant hires Agatha Raisin to track down the murderer. But
the village is creepy and secretive and the residents don't seem to want Agatha to find who
the murderer is, and Agatha's investigations are hampered by the emotional upset of finding
her ex, James Lacey, has fallen in love with young detective Toni Gilmour. And now the
murderer is targeting Agatha!

Juliet Blackwell A Vision in Velvet:
Witchcraft #6

Pb

$14.95 Lily Ivory hopes to score some great vintage fashions when she buys an antique trunk full of
old clothes. But she may have gotten more than she bargained for... As soon as Lily opens the
trunk, she feels strange vibrations emanating from a mysterious velvet cloak. When she tries it
on, Lily sees awful visions from the past. And when the antiques dealer who sold her the cape
is killed, Lily suspects a supernatural force might be behind his death. Then Lily's familiar,
Oscar the potbellied pig, disappears. Lily will do anything to get him back - including battling
the spirit of a powerful witch reaching out from the past. But even with the aid of her
grandmother, unmasking a killer and saving Oscar might be more than one well-intentioned
sorceress can handle.

Simon Brett

Hb

$42.95 Landing a minor part in the Empire Theatre Eastbourne's Christmas production of Cinderella,
Charles Paris soon discovers that his main role is to gently introduce the show's baffled
American star, famous sitcom actor Kenny Polizzi, to the bizarre customs of English
pantomime. During their convivial sessions in the local pub, Charles finds himself increasingly
caught up in Polizzi's tangled affairs as the American fends off a vengeful soon-to-be-ex-wife,
an obsessed groupie, and a barely-controlled drink problem. But Charles is about to be far
more involved than he might wish when he stumbles across a body beneath Eastbourne Pier, a
neat bullet hole in the centre of the forehead. As the world's press descends on Eastbourne,
the pantomime rehearsals descend into chaos and he himself comes under suspicion, it's up to
Charles to put his renowned sleuthing skills to the test to find out who really killed his fellow
cast member - and why.

Pb

$14.95 Gourmet food market owner Erin Murphy is determined to get Jewel Bay, Montana's,
scrumptious local fare some national attention. But her scheme for culinary celebrity goes up
in flames when the town's big break is interrupted by murder ... Food Preneurs, one of the
hottest cooking shows on TV, has decided to feature Jewel Bay in an upcoming episode, and
everyone in town is preparing for their close-ups, including the crew at the Glacier
Mercantile, aka the Merc. Not only is Erin busy remodeling her courtyard into a relaxing
dining area, she's organizing a steak-cooking competition between three of Jewel Bay's hottest
chefs to be featured on the program. But Erin's plans get scorched when one of the
contending cooks is found dead. With all the drama going on behind the scenes, it's hard to
figure out who didn't have a motive to off the saucy contestant. Now, to keep the town's
reputation from crashing and burning on national television, Erin will have to grill some
suspects to smoke out the killer.

The Cinderalla
Killer: Charles Paris
#19

Leslie Budewitz Crime Rib: Food
Lover Village #2
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Laurie Cass

Tailing a Tabby:
Bookmobile Cat #2

Pb

$14.95 In the bookmobile, librarian Minnie Hamilton and her rescue cat, Eddie, roll out great summer
reads to folks all over the lake town of Chilson, Michigan. And when real-life drama turns
deadly, Minnie makes sure justice is never overdue. The bookmobile is making its usual
rounds when Minnie and Eddie are flagged down by a woman in distress. The woman's
husband, a famous artist, needs emergency medical care. After getting him into the
bookmobile, Minnie races the man to the hospital in time...but his bad luck has only just
begun. After disappearing from the hospital, the artist is discovered slumped over the body of
a murdered woman. Minnie knows that her new friend didn't commit the crime, but the
evidence paints an unflattering picture. Now this librarian and her furry friend have to put
the investigation in high gear and catch the real killer before someone else checks out.

Bailey Cates

Some Enchanted
Eclair: Magical
Bakery #4

Pb

$14.95 When Hollywood invades Savannah's historic district to film a Revolutionary War movie,
magical baker Katie Lightfoot, and her witches' coven, the Spellbook Club, take a break from
casting spells for casting calls. One of the witches snags a part as an extra, while Katie's
firefighter boyfriend, Declan, acts as on-set security. Katie and her aunt Lucy decide to stay
out of the action, but after the movie's fixer fires the caterer, the Honeybee Bakery comes to
the rescue, working their magic to keep the hungry crew happy. But when someone fixes the
fixer - permanently - and a spooky psychic predicts Katie will find the killer, the charming
baker and her fellow conjurers step in to sift through the suspects... before someone else
winds up on the cutting room floor...

Jessie Crockett Maple Mayhem:
Sugar Grove #2

Pb

$14.95 In Sugar Grove, New Hampshire, people are serious about their maple syrup - especially Dani
Greene, whose family owns the Greener Pastures sugarhouse. But when murder disrupts the
small-town sweetness, Dani pores over clues to draw out a killer... Despite being a fourthgeneration syrup maker, Dani isn't stuck in the past. She's starting a new agricultural
cooperative that reduces costs for every syrup producer who joins. Everyone considers it a
sweet deal except the die-hard curmudgeon Frank Lemieux - and when a saboteur starts
targeting supporters, everyone suspects Frank. But it turns out they're barking up the wrong
tree when Dani finds Frank murdered in his own sugarhouse. As the sabotage continues, she
realizes that Frank was framed. With the help of her family, and a handsome official from the
Fish and Game Department, Dani must catch the killer before another syrup maker kicks the
bucket. Recipes Included!

Dawn Eastman

Be Careful What
You Witch For:
Family Misfortune
#1

Pb

$14.95 Leaving a traumatic police career behind, Clyde Fortune has returned to her seemingly quiet
hometown of Crystal Haven, Michigan. In spite of the psychic powers of its residents, there's
no telling what trouble is brewing in this burg... The highlight of this year's fall festival in
Crystal Haven is a bonfire with a witch's cauldron resting over it. Clyde's best friend, Diana,
leads a ritual to divine the future, but it seems no one foresees that one of their own will drop
dead - or that Diana will be a prime suspect. Clyde already has her hands full with her
eccentric family, runaway nephew, and burgeoning secret romance with a hunky homicide
detective. But after another coven member is attacked, Clyde suspects there's a witch hunt
afoot and focuses her psychic and sleuthing skills to clear her friend's name and catch a killer.

Victoria
Hamilton

Muffin But Murder:
Merry Muffin #2

Pb

$14.95 Muffin maker Merry Wynter hopes to find a buyer for the castle she's recently inherited. But
when she throws a party to draw interest, she finds someone who's bought the farm instead...
Merry's career as a New York City stylist has crumbled, but her passion for muffins has helped
her rise upstate in Autumn Vale. Everyone in town loves the tasty treats. Still, she would like
to return to her glamorous life. Besides, the upkeep of Wynter Castle is expensive, and Merry's
cup isn't exactly overflowing. So in order to bring some prospective buyers into the mix,
Merry whisks together a spooky soiree and decorates the castle with dashes of fabric and a
sprinkling of spider webs. Friends new and old are invited, and everyone has a blast. But as
the revelers empty out, Merry notices one partygoer who isn't leaving - or breathing. Now
Merry must hurry to unmask a killer before her perfect plans turn into a recipe for disaster...
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Betty Hechtman Silence of the
Lamb's Wool: Yarn
Retreat #2

Pb

$14.95 Dessert chef Casey Feldstein has learned one end of a knitting needle from the other after
inheriting her aunt's yarn retreat business, but a murder threatens to unravel her latest
event... Casey's running a new retreat called From Sheep to Shawl at a resort on the
atmospheric Monterey Peninsula. Participants will learn about sheepshearing, fixing up the
fleece, and spinning, and will eventually knit a lovely shawl. Nicole Welton has been hired to
teach the fleece-to-fiber portion of the retreat. She's an expert spinner, and her small shop in
Cadbury by the Sea houses a beautiful assortment of spinning wheels and drop spindles. But
when the new teacher fails to show up for class and is found lying dead on the boardwalk, it
leaves everyone's nerves frayed. Now Casey has to knit together clues faster than she can
count stitches before someone else at the retreat gets dropped.

Steve
The White Magic
Hockensmith & Five and Dime:
Lisa Falco
Tarot #1

Pb

$25.99 A murdered mother leaves a shop full of secrets Much to Alanis McLachlan's surprise, her conwoman mother, Barbra, has left her an inheritance - The White Magic Five & Dime, a new-age
shop in tiny Berdache, Arizona. Reluctantly traveling to Berdache to claim her new property,
Alanis decides to stay and pick up her estranged mother's tarot reading business in an attempt
to find out who killed her. With help from a hunky cop and her mother's live-in teenage
apprentice, Alanis begins faking her way through bogus tarot readings in order to win the
confidence of her mother's clients. But much to her surprise, the more she uses the tarot deck,
the more Alanis begins to find real meaning in the cards.

Julie Hyzy

Pb

$14.95 When Marshfield Manor hosts a charity event, Grace Wheaton, the mansion's curator and
manager, is happy to lend a helping hand - until a killer makes an unwanted donation... With
the town clock in desperate need of repair, local lawyer Joyce Swedburg and her ex-husband,
Dr. Leland Keay, are trying to put their differences aside to organize a benefit at Marshfield
Manor to raise money to restore the beautiful timepiece. While Grace appreciates the
opportunity to support such a good cause, the tension between the unhappy exes is giving her
the urge to put both of the organizers in time out. But after Leland collapses on stage during
the festivities, poisoned, Grace suspects there was more going on behind the scenes. Now,
she's in a race to catch a ticked off murderer, and, if she's going to prevent anyone else from
getting hurt, every second will count...

Virginia Lowell Cookies and
Scream: Cookie
Cutter #5

Pb

$14.95 Olivia Greyson is the proud owner of The Gingerbread House - a quaint shop that specializes
in all things cookie - and her best friend, Maddie, is her sidekick, baking up scrumptious treats
for their cookie-themed parties. But when a stunning antique cookie cutter collection leads to
murder, things get a bit too hot to handle...

Jennifer
McAndrews

Pb

$14.95 Stained-glass aficionado Georgia Kelly packed up her city life for the quiet of small town
Wenwood, New York. But the sleepy village's peace is about to get shattered - by murder...
After a banking scandal loses Georgia her job and fiance, she decides that a change of scenery
will help piece her life back together. But escaping to her grandfather's house in the oldfashioned, brick-making Hudson River hamlet of Wenwood, New York, turns out to be less
relaxing than she expects. Not only is the close-knit community on edge about their beloved
brickworks being turned into a marina to draw in tourists, one of those most opposed to the
project winds up dead - cracked over the head with a famous Wenwood brick. Georgia
wouldn't be broken up over the news except for the fact that the main suspect is the
deceased's biggest adversary - her grandfather. Now, to remove the stain from her grandy's
record, Georgia will have to figure out who in town was willing to kill to keep the renovation
project alive, before someone else is permanently cut out of the picture...

Grace Against the
Clock: Manor of
Murder #5

Ill-Gotten Panes:
Stained Glass #1
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Delia Rosen

To Kill a Matzo Ball: Pb
Deadly Deli #5

$14.95 For ex-Manhattanite Gwen Katz, running Murray's Pastrami Swami, the Jewish deli she
inherited from her late uncle in Nashville, Tennessee, makes her feel like a whitefish out of
water. To add to the craziness, martial arts teacher Ken Chan has come to sample her kosher
delicacies for a black belt ceremony he wants catered. But just as Chan is about to try a matzo
ball, bullets shatter the deli's window and Ken Chan is killed as he pushes Gwen to safety. Was
Chan the victim of a hit by a crime gang from New York's Chinatown? Was a local hate-group
targeting Chan - or maybe even Gwen? With the Nashville Police - and the FBI - baffled, Gwen
enlists the help of an eccentric new-age entrepreneur. But more than bad vibes are coming
her way as a killer returns... and this time it's the deli owner who may be the outgoing order...

Elaine Viets

Board Stiff: DeadEnd Job #12

Pb

$14.95 Husband and wife PI team Helen Hawthorne and Phil Sagemont are about to find out murder
is no day at the beach... There's a dark cloud over Sunny Jim's Stand-Up Paddleboard Rental
business on Florida's Riggs Beach - especially after one of his clients is killed in a tragic
paddleboarding mishap. Sunny Jim is sure it was no accident, and he hires Helen and Phil to
find the murderer. Between competitors poaching his territory, the city threatening to revoke
his license, and a wrongful death suit filed by the victim's husband, Sunny Jim may soon be up
the creek without a paddle. Luckily, he has Helen and Phil on his side. As the couple
investigates, they discover dark undercurrents of corruption behind the cheerful facades of
the beachfront businesses. But the sands of time are running out, and if they don't catch the
killer soon, Sunny Jim won't be the only one to go under...

Pb

$24.95 Apprentice healer Lassair isn't too alarmed when a travelling peddler relates a grisly tale of a
red-bearded giant breaking into a woman's home and caving in her skull like an eggshell;
peddlers, she has observed, tend towards the dramatic. But her attitude changes when she
learns that the dead woman is a distant relation. The incident makes Lassair's family uneasy,
for the intruder seemed to be searching for something. What could it be? Lassair has no idea.
But as the stranger grows increasingly desperate, his search brings violence to her very home.

Jason Goodwin The Baklava Club:
Yashim #5

Tp

$29.99 In nineteenth-century Istanbul, a Polish prince has been kidnapped. His assassination has
been bungled and his captors have taken him to an unused farmhouse. Little do they realize
that their revolutionary cell has been penetrated by their enemies, who use the code name La
Piuma (the Feather). Yashim is convinced that the prince is alive. But he has no idea where, or
who La Piuma is - and has become dangerously distracted by falling in love. As he draws
closer to the prince's whereabouts and to the true identity of La Piuma, Yashim finds himself
in the most treacherous situation of his career: can he rescue the prince along with his
romantic dreams.

Bernard Knight Crowner's Crusade:
Prequel to the
Crowner John
Mysteries

Pb

$24.95 1192. Returning from the Holy Land at the end of the Third Crusade with Richard the
Lionheart, King of England, Sir John de Wolfe, a Devon knight, finds England simmering with
rebellion. Discovering a body washed up on the shores of the River Exe, its throat cut, Sir John
deduces that he was a king's courier. Tasked by Hubert Walter, the Chief Justiciar, to find out
why the man died and who killed him, Sir John de Wolfe finds himself drawn unwillingly into
affairs of state. His new career as a king's coroner is about to begin...

HISTORICAL CRIME
Alys Clare

Land of the Silver
Dragon: Aelf Fen #5
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S G Maclean

The Devil's Recruit:
Alexander Seaton
#4

Pb

$19.99 1635, Aberdeen. A girl lies dead in a frozen garden. A young man goes missing after a drunken
brawl. A sinister cloaked figure watches from the shadows. The missing student, son of a
Highland chief, is in Alexander Seaton's class. When the young man's companion turns up
bruised and bloodied, suspicion mounts that he has murdered his friend. But Alexander is
convinced that there's another explanation. Drawn ever deeper into the mystery, Alexander
realises that the man in the shadows is known to him and that the strange events in the town
are linked to his own past.

Imogen
Robertson

Theft of Life:
Crowther &
Westerman #5

Tp

$29.99 London, 1785. When the body of a West Indies planter is found pegged out in the grounds of St
Paul's, suspicion falls on one of the victim's former slaves, who was found with his watch on
the London streets. As Harriet and Crowther begin investigate, however, they find the answer
is not that simple. Together, they negotiate the interests of the British government, the secrets
of the plantation owners, and a network of alliances stretching across the Atlantic. And they
must confront the uncomfortable truth that some people are willing to do great evil when
they believe their cause to be just.

Pb

$24.95 Libertus accepts a contract to install a pavement for Genialis, a self-important citizen from a
nearby town, in the house of the customer's intended but unwilling and young bride, Silvia.
However, the winter is exceptionally severe, and although the mosaic is laid in time to earn
the promised bonus, Genialis goes missing in the snow before payment can be made.
Meanwhile, at an important feast, the sacrifice is spoiled as an aged priest lets go of the
sacrificial ram - and when news arrives that the Emperor is dead, it seems that these dark
omens are being realised. The subsequent discovery of not one, but two mutilated corpses
only adds to this. Who holds the answer to the mysteries? Everyone had motive; Libertus
attempts to solve the mystery against a backdrop of superstitious fear of auguries, and public
riots following the confirmation of the Emperor's death.

Rosemary Rowe Dark Omens:
Libertus Mystery of
Roman Britain #14

TRUE CRIME
Joe St John

Evil in a Blue
Hoodie: The Tragic
Murder of Jill
Meagher

Tp

$29.95 In September 2012, 29 year old Jill Meagher was dragged into a darkened laneway in the
centre of a bustling inner-city Melbourne alley only five hundred metres from her front
doorstep, where she was raped and murdered by Adrian Ernest Bayley. Later that morning her
stalking killer returned to retrieve Jill's defiled body, which he dumped in a shallow grave
fifty kilometres from the city. This was not just a tale about another rape, another murder or
another frightful repeat offender. The tragic story of Jill Meagher found it's way deeply into
the psyche of ordinary citizens. More than 30,000 of them were so fervently impacted by the
senseless death of Jill Meagher that they extracted themselves from their lounge chairs and
marched in a rally to remember the victim and to draw the proverbial line in the sand against
violence towards women. This powerful read is an insight into who Adrian Ernest Bayley was
and his lifetime of crime, and describes how the police came to make an arrest and how the
justice system allowed this criminal to continue to live amongst us when he should have been
kept in prison.

Gary C King

Dead of Night

Pb

$14.95 But Brianna was not the first victim of a murderer with a disturbing fetish, and the patience
to search for his favorite prey - petite, vulnerable brunettes. In unflinching detail Gary C. King
recounts the hunt for James Biela, an ex-Marine turned rapist and killer. The investigation
would lead authorities to a maze of troubled relationships, crucial DNA evidence, and
ultimately a death sentence - bringing this shocking true-life thrilier to a chiiling end...
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Virginia Peters

Have You Seen
Simone? The Story
of an Unsolved
Murder

Tp

$29.99 In February 2005, German backpacker Simone Strobel went missing in Lismore, New South
Wales. Six days later her naked body was discovered, crudely hidden beneath a palm tree. At
the inquest into her death the local police accused her boyfriend, Tobias Suckfuell, of killing
her, but lacked the evidence to charge him. Writer Virginia Peters was captivated by the case,
and committed herself to uncovering the truth. With the agreement of the police, she analysed
the evidence, uncovered new lines of investigation and travelled to Germany to interview the
couple's family and friends. Ultimately, she tracked down and questioned Suckfuell himself,
who remained the prime suspect. Having become intimately involved in the case, Peters came
to understand that the story of Simone Strobel's murder was about much more than the crime
itself or the investigation that followed.

Neil Belinda

Under Siege

Tp

$29.99 Belinda Neil lived and breathed her high-octane job. She relished her roles as a homicide
investigator and hostage negotiator with the NSW police force, but she never knew what her
work day might bring. It was hardly surprising that over time the horrors she saw began to
take their toll. After years of broken sleep, traumatic crime scenes and death, one disastrous
weekend brought everything to a head. The next morning when she awoke, Belinda found she
was shaking so badly she could not get out of bed. A short time later, Belinda found herself
contemplating jumping off a cliff in the Moreton Bay National Park. She had even written the
suicide note. Under Siege shows us the remarkable job homicide investigators and hostage
negotiators perform, and their endurance and courage in impossible circumstances. More than
that, this brave memoir reveals how the daily trauma and stress affected Belinda's roles as
wife and mother and how she fought against the terrifying post-traumatic stress disorder that
resulted to come back from a very dark place.
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